Abstract -Indonesia has a cultural diversity in each area; some existing traditions in Central Java are Dugderan, Semarang and Ruwatan Rambut Gimbal, Wonosobo. The growing globalization era affecting society mindset can create an impact such as forgetting Indonesia culture or ignoring the cultural heritage asset. As a result of neglecting the asset, Reog Ponorogo and Wayang Kulit, some Indonesia legacy, were ever claimed by another country. Seeing the importance of the efforts in heritage preservation, a way can be introduced and performed as a medium of instruction i.e. a mobile game of Central Java cultural heritage with the theme of cultural traditions. Game is not always negative, but can be used as an interesting learning media called Educational Games.
I. INTRODUCTION
Indonesia is an archipelago which has 34 provinces[1], where each island has its own provincial cultural diversity. Indonesia culturesare dance, clothing, custom homes, traditions or rites of the region.Central Java is a province on the island of Java which has a fascination of the natural and cultural tourist attractions, one of which is a cultural tradition. As an example of the existing tradition in Central Java from the city of Semarang is Dugderan tradition. It is a unique tradition to welcome the coming of Ramadan with the characteristic of Warak Ngendog [2] . There is also a tradition of "Ruwatan Cukur Rambut Gembel (cutting dreadlocks off)"located in the Dieng as the tradition which is hereditary until now. "Rambut gimbal (dreadlocks)" is the unique physical form of hair which is believed to have the mystery of which"rambut gembel" child has a distinct personality. Thus, the required ritual for hair cutting off is believed to restore the child's personality [3] .
Intensified technological development, including the use of smartphones,is increasingly sophisticated. According to Nielsen Mobile Insights Informance [4] , itreveals that the growth of smartphone users in Indonesia from the year 2013 to 2017 on 33% CAGR is driven by population aged under 30 years or about 61% as its users. Those activities include 19% gaming enthusiasts spending 1.5 hours playing on the device where the older students also get involved in it.
II. LITERATURE REVIEW A. Cultural Tradition
The tradition is hereditary customs that are still handed downby the community or the presumption that the ways in which there have been most ways are good and true [5] . The word of culture comes from the word "buddayah" meaning the favor or sense [6] ,according to the system as the whole Culture Koentjaraningrat ideas, actions, and results of the work of the man in the life of society, which provide the belonging to the individual with a means of learning [7] [8]. : At this stage, a procession of visitors is crowded in getting Apem cake. In the game, the player must drive the player character to the right or to the left, and catch 3 types of apem to get the score. When the character player is affected, grapes score will be reduced.And when exposed to an egg, lives will be reduced in 1 of 3 lives. The player must get a score above 110 to unlock the next stage. Players must remember the types of rambut gimbal with both already introduced in the animation as well as the information reviewed back in tutorial. Players just click on the correct imageof rambut gimbal child as ordered quickly before time out.
B. Cultu
Ngendog character or icon. In Dugderan game, this player must take the coins in the form of eggs and coins, as well as to avoid the road if the player does not want game over and succeeds at the finish line. The player must get a score above 700 to open the next stage. Pengambilan Api Abadi Mrapen • Location : Grobogan Regency • The Main Character : a monk • Gameplay :
Lopisan

C. GameView "Wisata Budaya Jawa
Tengah" In Figure 3 , itshows an early game menu display play after loading the game. When users first install applications games "cultural tourism Central Java", then the comic lookappears. Comics can also be read back in a comic play on the display button menu.
Figure3. Play Menu Display
In Figure 4 , it is the menu map with the location where the 6-7 cityicons are locked and display when the mission trip has completed. 
Figure5Display Mini Game 7 Traditions
D. Research Results
Once the design and process are finished, the game is ready. Game trials are conducted with post-test survey to 34 respondents who had previously also been in doing the survey pre-test. To know that the game "Tour of Central Java Culture" can make learning more fun and interesting,the result shows the surveys in the picture below: In Figure 6 , it shows that 30 respondents agreed that the games can make learning more interesting and enjoyable, especially in the introduction of the cultural traditions of the region of Central Java. Two children answered the mediocre/simply to make study interesting. While the two children responded to less agree,they were lazy to read animation information and prefer to hear voice.
In Figure 7 , it shows 30 of 34 older students replied that after playing a game of "cultural tourism Central Java", they got a new insight of a tradition that was not yet known. Figure 8 shows that 29 children agreed and strongly agreed.Three children responded quite possible to know the information of historical and cultural traditions of Central Java. Figure 9 shows after playing a game of "Wisata Budaya Jawa Tengah",they gain knowledge and become familiar with the new tradition of Central Java in addition to the previously known from the tradition in which as many as 10 children answered to 7 traditions and as many as 24 children answered a few selections from the 7 tradition.
Figure7Diagram Opinion Adds Insight after Game Play
Figure9Evaluation Diagram after Playing
Game"Wisata Budaya Jawa Tengah" Figure 10 shows 73% or 25 children agreed that the game "Tour of Central Java Culture" could be used as the preservation efforts, 21% or 7% said very much agree, while 6% or 2 children chose the common or neutral options because they did not know whether games could deliver information that would be the introduction of traditions in the preservation of traditions of the region. Figure 11 shows the result of 62% or 21 children agreed and 26% or 9 very agreed with the opinion that the game "Wisata Budaya Jawa Tengah" could be used as media promotion of regional traditions and the introduction of Central Java, while 12% or 4 children argued that was mediocrity or neutral. IV. CONCLUSION Games do not always give a negative impact for the players when managed correctly such as educational games. The game "Wisata Budaya Jawa Tengah" is a game with the aim to educate by providing insight into the cultural tradition of introducing knowledge area of Central Java. From the survey results,it can be concluded that the game "Wisata Budaya Jawa Tengah" could provide a positive impact in the increase of knowledge of Central Java traditions that were previously not known.In addition,the gamecreated an interesting way of learning about the tradition in the province of Central Java. The introduction of the Central Java regional traditions in the game was delivered without removing the elements of information from tradition such as background, character related on the tradition. This game could help parents to introduce the Central Java traditionwith a medium of instruction for children or students. The public could be involved to participate in the game in order to stimulate the preservation of Central Javatradition and Indonesia culture in general.
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